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Abstract: A significant portion of the forest harvesting in the cooler regions of North America occurs
in the winter when the ground is frozen and can support machine traffic. Climate change may
influence the cost of forestry operations by reducing the period of winter access in those cold regions.
In this study, we examined the impact of a shortened period of frozen ground conditions on logging
operation and costs. To adapt to shorter period of frozen soil conditions, logging contractors might
need to provide more machines and labor to complete logging in a shorter period of frozen conditions.
The objectives were to calculate the costs of logging operations of a hypothetical forestry company
in Alberta, Canada under two conditions: first, when the wood was hauled to the mill directly;
and second, when part of the wood was hauled to satellite yards close to the logging area, thereby
minimizing the annual number of idle hauling trucks. General Circulation Models were used to
predict future winter weather conditions. Using the current type of harvesting machines and hauling
directly to the mill, the unit cost of logging operations ($/m3) was projected to increase by an average
of 1.6% to 2.5% in 2030s, 2.8% to 5.3% in the 2050s and 4.8% to 10.9% in the 2080s compared to the
base year of 2015–2016. With use of satellite yards during the winter logging, the total logging cost
will increase over direct haul, by 1.8% to 2.8% in the 2030s, 3.1% to 5.7% in the 2050s and 5.2% to
11.4% in the 2080s. Using satellite yards, however, will provide year-around employment for hauling
truckers and more consistent and reliable hauling operations.
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1. Introduction

The boreal region in Canada consists of areas of upland forested land interspersed with peatlands [1]
and streams. A substantial portion of the timber in the boreal forest is without road access and can be
accessed only by temporary ice roads in winter when substrates are frozen. Frost on this wet landscape
can provide a firm substrate for logging equipment and hauling (transporting) of wood [2]. The frozen
conditions reduce logging costs compared to summer operations. The construction, decompaction,
and planting of the roads are the factors affecting logging cost changes between seasons. Moreover, the
winter weight program [3] in Alberta is a large component of the cost difference. As logging costs are
the biggest costs to forestry firms, the impact of shortening the length of the frozen period [4] will be a
financial challenge to forestry companies [5] in this boreal region. In severe warming conditions there
may be significant access constraints that have the potential to hinder wood supply and jeopardize the
economic sustainability of forest companies.

Machine traffic during forest harvesting can affect soil, water, habitat, aesthetics, and economic
efficiency [6]. Winter harvesting in times of ground frost can protect the forest floor layer of wet
soils, keeping the soil profiles intact; this allows sprouting regrowth of poplar trees (mostly Populus
tremuloides Michx.) the following spring [7]. Frozen soil conditions also avoid soil degradation from
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rutting or soil compaction from heavy machines [8,9]. Even roads within cut-blocks areas can be
produced simply by the recrystallization of packed snow into a smoothed ice surface for hauling
trucks with minimal damage to the forest floor beneath. In contrast, summer road building needs
more clearing and piling, excavation and soil compaction of the road surface. These roads then need
decompaction and rollback of organic layers onto the former road surface. This makes summer access
less desirable than winter access and more likely to produce failed natural regeneration [7] and the
need for supplemental planting of trees.

The historical climate data, as well as future predictions for the western boreal forest of North
America, show warming trends. It is expected that the mean annual temperatures will increase but
the temperature increase in winter will be greater than for summer. The mean winter temperature,
between December 1 and March 31. In Alberta, the temperature increased 5.5 ◦C between 1950 and
2010 [10]. The mean winter temperature in this area is predicted to increase a further 1 ◦C to 3 ◦C by
2030s, 2 ◦C to 5 ◦C by the 2050s and 3 ◦C to 8 ◦C by 2080 (climateNA [11], LarsWG [12], Daymet [13]).

Temporary winter road construction starts at the beginning of the winter; harvest operations,
including hauling/transporting and clean-up, must be completed before the soil thaws in spring (known
as the break-up season) [14]. Rittenhouse & Rissman [15] showed that decreasing frozen ground
conditions changed harvesting operations by shifting the harvest to dry and sandy soils and decreasing
the harvest on poorly drained soils. Furthermore, start-up of winter harvest operations were delayed
if the on-set of winter was delayed [16], e.g., in Saskatchewan in 2005–2006, winter operations did
not start until January [17], or in Alberta, in 2016, there was a mid-December onset of operations.
In addition, longer thaws during the winter risk breakdown of snow/ice roads in winter adding to
rebuilding costs or potential abandonment of the remainder of the winter logging season. To address
the uncertainty associated with changing the length of the winter logging season and mid-winter
thaws, managers are employing several strategies. These include providing more machines and labor,
using satellite yards [18], increased investment in permanent (all weather) roads [19], more planning
and harvesting summer accessible areas [20], and operating at night when the overnight temperatures
help maintain frozen soils [21].

Wood is generally stockpiled in a yard at the mill site and used in the mill throughout the year.
In contrast, satellite yards are temporary log storage areas in close proximity to logging sites [22].
Satellite yards offer flexibility for operations managers to increase the hauling truck cycles per day
from the winter blocks compared to the relatively few loads moved per day if the haul is directly to
the mill yard. Furthermore, hauling truckers can only work a certain amount of time in a day and
often cannot run multiple loads to the mill because the mill is far away from the logging sites. In this
case, companies may have to transport most of the wood to satellite yards. In years when winter roads
break-up because of the temperature increases, managers may use satellite yards exclusively to empty
the logging sites, and store the wood until it can be hauled to the mill in summer.

Satellite yards can also supply wood to the mill in summer when the weather or bird nesting
season curtails activities in the forest. By doing this, forestry companies can also decrease idle hauling
truck cost and provide nearly year-around employment opportunities for the trucking fleet. Satellite
yards, however, come with additional costs of unloading, reloading the wood, the cost of the mobile
weight scales, and the fact that less wood can be loaded onto hauling trucks to meet summer weight
restrictions on publicly owned highways.

It is predicted that in some winters, planned logging and hauling operations across wetland sites
may not be completed in the winter period unless there is an increase in the machine and human
resources devoted to the harvesting and hauling in a limited time.

The objective of this study was to assess the future logging costs in relation to the equipment and
labor needs if warming trends increase to those projected by general circulation models. If there are
fewer frozen days, more equipment and labor will be needed. Much of this extra equipment, however,
will be idle during the summertime, but ownership costs will add to the total logging cost. In this paper,
we determined the equipment needs to cut, process and haul wood to supply a hypothetical pulp mill
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operation in Alberta, Canada. The analysis includes the total costs estimate of logging operations but
with different periods of time available for suitable winter operating conditions. The time available for
winter logging was determined at three different time intervals (2020–2039, 2040–2059, and 2070–2089).
Finally, we assessed the equipment needs and costs to the forestry company to prepare for the warmest
winter in each of these three-time intervals. We also assessed a scenario when all of the wood was
hauled directly to the mill and secondly, a scenario when some portion of the winter harvest volume
was hauled to satellite storage yards and the mill yard.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The mill was located in Alberta and the company harvested mostly broadleaf trees. Thus, we
collected weather data from an undisclosed location in Albertaat a mid-point of this hypothetical forest
and future predictions of the weather were modelled for this location. The weather prediction was
modelled for a specific location in northern Alberta but the exact location is not disclosed to prevent
erroneous linkage of this study with a specific firm. On a typical year, the forestry company was
assumed to harvest 750,000 m3 in the summer season and 1,400,000 m3 in the winter season. Reduced
logging costs are one reason for winter logging; however, some sites are very isolated and cannot be
accessed in summer, while other sites have imperfectly drained soils and will sustain too much soil
damage if trees are felled and skidded on unfrozen ground, so permits cannot always be obtained to
harvest and haul in summer.

2.2. Defining the Winter Season and Shut-Downs

We use the term logging operations to describe the combined activities of supplying wood to the
mill. For this paper, logging operations components were defined as:

1. Harvesting, which include felling, skidding, and delimbing.
2. Loading, which included loading and unloading of hauling trucks in harvest blocks and

satellite yards.
3. Hauling as the trucking of wood to the mill or satellite yards.
4. Preparation and cleaning which included building access road (excavating), decompaction of

access roads and planting/seedling of access roads.

The winter logging season starts November 1st and continues until March 31st. The freeze-up
period for winter roads building occurs in November, and harvesting and hauling starts on December 1st
based on the temperature. We set used the threshold for determining a shut-down day for hauling
operations to a day when maximum air temperature reached 6 ◦C. For expediency, we selected this
simple threshold because in general the thaw during the daytime would be offset by refreezing in the
night. Also, the large thermal mass of the soil would take time to thaw at moderate temperatures
above freezing. Hauling operators (personal communication) noted that hauling continued until a
6 ◦C threshold is reached. We made a simple adjustment for shut-down of felling, skidding, delimbing,
and excavating operations within the cutblocks. As a loose snow cover insulates the ground surface
within blocks and delays melting, we estimated that there were one quarter fewer shut-downs for these
activities within the block than we assumed for hauling. Sundays and holidays were also removed
from operation days.

2.3. Historical Weather Data

We used the Daymet [13] dataset to obtain the mean daily and range of daily temperature for 1960
to 1980 and for 1995 to 2015 (Figure 1). Determining the temperature when the frozen ground starts to
melt is complicated by various factors, such as temperature, solar radiation, cloud cover, solar angle,
and shade from the forest edge.
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Figure 1. Range and average daily temperature for the period between (a) 1960 and 1980 (b) 1995 and
2015. The upper range is the extreme high and the lower range is the extreme low temperatures for each
day of this 20 year period. Note, however, that every extreme high point above 6 ◦C is a shut-down
day, but these did not all occur on the same year.

2.4. Future Climate

We chose three Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) [23], the greenhouse gas radiative
forcing values of 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5, for future predictions. Under the RCP 2.6 emission scenario, radiative
forcing reached the peak point in the mid-century and will decrease by 2100 [24]. The RCP 4.5 assumes
that population growth will decrease at the end of the century, while the global economy will have a
consistent increase and a consistent land use/cover distribution will be established [25]. On the other
hand, the RCP 8.5 assumes that urban demands for energy will increase with the population now
associated with relatively low economic development, and there is less concern about environmental
preservation [26].

The climate model HadGEm2-ES was selected from the climate models available (EC-EARTH,
GFDL-CM3, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-MR) because this model covers all of the scenarios that
we planned, while other models do not include an RCP 2.6 scenario. Moreover, Sheffield et al. [27,28]
showed that—HadGEM2-ES received a higher pattern correlation coefficient and lower bias and errors
than the other models.

We used the Lars-WG [12] stochastic downscaling weather generator model (based on Markovia
Chain [29] that produces daily maximum and minimum temperatures projections for the 2030s
(2020 and 2039), 2050s (2040–2059) and 2080s (2070–2089); these are climate projections from the fifth
phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5).
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2.5. Cost Calculator

A spreadsheet model (Supplementary Materials, Tables S1–S10) was created to calculate the cost of
logging operations based upon the productivity of the equipment and the number of machines needed
to complete harvesting/hauling during the winter days with frozen conditions vs. harvesting/hauling
in the summer season. The model created for this study was adapted and advanced from the Auburn
harvesting analyzer [30]. The Auburn harvesting analyzer calculates unit prices of only felling,
skidding, delimbing, loading, and hauling. We included preparation (road building-excavating) and
clean-up processes (decompaction and planting/seedling) in our model to calculate costs for the entire
forest management area and future weather conditions. We also added the time of the idle equipment,
costs of both active and idle time, and the logging costs with different periods of winter thaw.

The unit cost ($/m3) for the equipment of each phase of a logging operation consisted of ownership
costs, labor costs, and operational costs [31], as well as road decompaction costs ($/km), road
clearing/piling cost–road building costs ($/km), and road planting/seedling costs ($/ha). The total costs
of decompaction, clearing/piling, and planting/seedling were calculated and converted to the $/m3 by
dividing total cost to the seasonal harvest volume. We assumed that the proportion of wood accessed
in winter and summer was unchanged over time, despite the fact that winters with frozen conditions
may be shorter.

The ownership cost was the total of depreciation, return on capital, and insurance. The wage
information to calculate the labor cost was gathered from the Government of Alberta Occupations
Info website [32]. The operational cost included fuel, oil and lubrication, repair, and maintenance
costs. The total cost of logging in winter and summer (separately) was the sum of harvesting, hauling,
loading-unloading, road building, road decompaction costs (only for summer season), and the planting
cost of roads (only for the summer season) and idle equipment costs. Only the average direct cost of
access roads building was considered in this study. Stumps needed to be removed (clearing) for the
summer season, but stumps could be sheared with a bulldozer and the snow packed to more easily
create a winter road; thus, only the piling cost was included in the calculator for the winter season.
Furthermore, the decompaction cost was only calculated for the summer season because frost and snow
cover should protect soil from damage. It was assumed in this study that additional planting/seedlings
were not needed for the winter season; however, because of the compacted soil, both decomposition
and planting/seedlings were required for summer logging. Decompaction and regeneration were only
considered on access roads, not in the cut-blocks. We assumed that when private contractors prepare
contract bids, they implicitly account for overtime wages, bank interest, equipment transportation,
and other costs.

Winter logging operations were assumed to continue almost 24 h per day [33] on work days.
The work hours of the summer season were considered as 21 h and 19 h for the winter season. It was
assumed that there would be a three hour loss for summer and a two hour additional loss in winter
because of the maintenance time of the machines, shift changes, warming up of the equipment and the
occasional storm conditions that were removed from work hours. It is assumed workers take their day
off during the shut-down days. Employees may work up to 12 h [34], and a driver should not exceed
13 h of driving time [35].

The model consists of input sections where cost was adjusted in relation to inputs and a summary
panel (Supplementary Materials Table S1). The summary panel of the calculator was used to enter
harvest volume, work hours per day, operation days, as well as shut-down days and access road length.
With these inputs, results were represented in the same panel. The model calculates each step of the
logging operations: Felling (Table S2), Skidding (Table S3), Delimbing (Table S4), Loading (Table S5),
Hauling (Tables S6 and S7), and Road Building (Excavating) (Table S8), as well as decompaction [36],
and planting/seedlings on access roads [37]. The annual unit cost ($/m3) in this study was the sum of
each operation cost divided into total annual harvest volume. Kuhnke et al. [38] surveyed the logging
cost in Alberta between 1997 and 1998 from 29 forest companies and our values from the calculator
were in the range that they reported.
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To understand the impact of shorter winters on future predictions, hauling volume and the length
of access roads are assumed to be the same as the 2015–2016 data. Technological development for the
machines, such as their productivity, machine power, ability to work on soft soil, and fuel consumption
were held constant into the future.

2.6. Hauling to the Mill Only

2.6.1. Input Data

It was assumed that the average haul distance of a loaded hauling truck was 250 km with 8 h per
cycle. The average speed of loaded hauling truck is 55 km per hour and 85 km per [39] hour for the
unloaded truck. We assumed 600 km of access roads were built each year in winter and 300 km in
summer. The difference in winter and summer road length was because twice as much volume was
harvested in the winter in comparison to the summer.

The logging cost for each machine was divided into three parts: ownership cost, labor cost, and
operation cost.

2.6.2. Model Formulation

Ownership costs, also known as fixed costs, are not affected if the equipment is being operated
or sitting idle. The ownership costs were calculated annually, commonly in dollars per scheduled
machine hour [40]. The ownership costs (Fc) included depreciation, insurance, and return on capital.

Fc = d + i + r (1)

where

d: depreciation,
i: insurance (3.5% of equipment value) [41],
r: return on capital (10% rate of interest with annual equipment value [41],

and Depreciation (d) is the losses of the machine value over time until salvage value [42].

d =
p − s

n
(2)

where

p: equipment purchase cost [43–48],
s: salvage value (varies from machines to machines) [49],
n: expected economic life (varies from machines to machines) [49].

Labor cost was calculated both for summer and winter separately despite the ownership cost,
which was calculated annually. Even though many operators are also owners of equipment, we used
labor cost (Lc) to calculate logging cost. Lc is the sum of the wages paid to the operators on an hourly
basis in one season (winter/summer) and converted to the unit price ($/m3) [42],

Lc = (hrs w) + (hro wo) + el (3)

where

hrs: seasonal (summer or winter) work hours,
w: wage [32],
hro: overtime worked hours. Logging industry workers are entitled to get paid overtime after
10 h of work in a day [34],
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wo: overtime wage,
el: employee load (accounts for benefits) [41].

Operation costs changes depending on production and usage. Similar to labor cost, operation cost
(Oc) was also calculated for each logging seasons. Operation cost was summed up for all machines
and included maintenance and repair cost (includes spare parts), fuel and oil costs.

Oc = mr + f + ol (4)

where

mr: maintenance plus repair cost was estimated as a percentage of depreciation cost for each
season [41],
f : fuel cost for each machine [50,51],
ol: oil plus lubricant cost [41].

Even though a machine was not used during the season, if it sat idle, the ownership cost was still
paid. Ownership, labor and operation costs were converted to the unit cost ($/m3) by dividing each
cost to the productivity (m3/Pmh) and seasonal production hours. The total cost of each harvesting
operation (Hc) was the sum of the ownership cost, labor cost and operation cost.

Hc =
Fc

pd hra
+

Lc
pd hrs

+
Oc

pd hrs
(5)

where

pd: productivity m3 per hours,
hra: annual production hours,
hrs: seasonal production hours (i.e., winter vs summer).

Input data section of the model also calculated number of the machines (Ne) need for scheduled
production for both summer and winter logging seasons. The total number of machines was determined
based on the winter logging requirements, which had higher numbers for the machine’s needs than
the longer summer.

Ne(x) =

pr(x)
de(x)

pd(x) hr(x)
(6)

where

x represents logging season (i.e., summer or winter)
pr: total scheduled production volume for each season (m3),
de: eligible harvesting/logging days (shut-down days at Sundays and statuary holidays subtracted
from total logging days).

The hauling truck productivities (for two scenarios) and costs were calculated in a different sheet
(Tables S9 and S10).

pdt =
c

hd
sl
+

hd
su

+
tl + tu

60

(7)

where

pdt: hauling truck productivity (m3/hr),
c: capacity of hauling truck (m3) [3],
hd: hauling distance,
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sl: average speed of loaded hauling truck [39],
su: average speed of unloaded hauling truck [39],
tl: loading time in minutes [45],
tu: unloading time in minutes [45].
c: differs for non-frozen and frozen conditions, based on weight limits from Alberta transportation.

2.7. Hauling to the Mill and Satellite Yards

Two criteria were used to govern the use of satellite yards. First, the flow of wood to the mill
during winter was maintained at the minimum daily wood requirements of the mill. Second, given the
flow to the mill, we adjusted the hauling volume to the mill or satellite yards to minimize the number
of idle hauling trucks over the entire year, and this was sensitive to the length of the winter season.

2.7.1. Input Data

The total harvest volume of the base year is 2.25 million m3. Therefore, we set the daily mill
production capacity to 6164 m3 for the purpose of providing enough wood to the mill. Wood hauled
to satellite yards was planned to be hauled to the mill during the summer and shut-down seasons.
The average haul distance between cutblocks and the mill was 250 km, with 8 h of cycle time. The
distance between cutblocks and the satellite yard was 40 km, with 2 h of cycle time.

2.7.2. Model Formulation

The cost of logging calculations for this scenario was similar to hauling to the mill only, except
that the proportion of wood moved directly to the mill or satellite yard was adjusted to minimize idle
hauling trucks. We used the Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) algorithm in the Excel solver to
find the optimum harvest volume to achieve the minimum number of hauling trucks. GRC searches a
point where the slope of the objective function is zero while changing decision variables [52].

The downside of this method is that the algorithm is highly dependent on the initial conditions
and may not be the optimum global solution. However, in this problem, the algorithm reached the
global optimum solution, which was the minimum number of idle hauling trucks (Nh) possible.

The form of the objective function is as follows:

Min Nh =
(
Ne(s) −

(
Ne(wm) + Ne(wy)

))
(8)

where

Ne(s): number of the hauling trucks for summer hauling.

Ne(s) =

pr(s)
dh(s)

pdt(s) hr(s)

1
nt(s)

(9)

where

pr(s): production volume for summer hauling (m3),
dh(s): eligible hauling days,
pdt(s): productivity of hauling truck for summer hauling (m3/hr),
hr(s): work hours per day in summer hauling season,
nt(s): number of trips to the mill in a day of summer hauling season,
Ne(wm): number of the hauling trucks for winter hauling to the mill.

Ne(wm) =

pr(wm)

dh(wm)

pdt(wm) hr(wm)

1
nt(wm)

(10)

where
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pr(wm): production volume for winter hauling to the mill (m3),
dh(wm): eligible hauling days for winter hauling to the mill,
pdt(wm): productivity of hauling truck winter hauling to the mill (m3/hr),
hr(wm): work hours per day in winter hauling to the mill,
nt(wm): number of trips to the mill in a day of winter hauling season,
Ne(wy): number of the hauling trucks for winter hauling to the satellite yard.

Ne(wy) =

pr(wy)
dh(wy)

pdt(wy) hr(wy)

1
nt(wy)

(11)

where

pr(wy): production volume for winter hauling to the satellite yard (m3),
dh(wy): eligible hauling days for winter hauling to the satellite yard,
pdt(wy): productivity of hauling truck winter hauling to the satellite yard (m3/hr),
hr(wy): work hours per day in winter hauling to the satellite yard,
nt(wy): number of trips to the satellite yard in a day of winter hauling season.

The number of the trips, nt(x) calculated as follow:

nt(x) =
hr(x)
th(x)

(12)

where

x represents delivery location and season (i.e., wy- delivered satellite yard during the winter, wm-
delivered mill during the winter, s- delivered mill during the summer)
th: total time to haul

3. Results

In the 2015–2016 logging season, we estimated 12 hauling shut-down days with a maximum
temperature above 6 ◦C (Table 1). There were 151 days in the winter period between November 1st
and March 31st. Subtracting the freeze-up period of November, there were 121 possible days for
cutting and hauling. Furthermore, there were 29 days of Sundays and other days leaving a total of
80 workdays for hauling and 83 workdays for harvesting. The summer logging season was 214 days,
which includes 61 days for break-up and bird nesting restriction. After the break-up days (61 days),
Sundays, and holidays (37 days) were removed, 116 days remained for the summer logging season.
A further 10 shut-down days for the summer season were removed for expected heavy rain when soil
and road access would be damaged by logging machines. This leaves 106 days for summer logging.
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Table 1. Average projected shut-down days from the HadGEM2-ES model with five time intervals and
three radiative forcing values for future projections by month, with Sundays and holidays removed.

Time
Intervals Scenarios November December January February March Total 1

1995–2015 Historical 3 1 1 2 8 12

2015–2016 Current 3 1 2 2 7 12

2020–2039

RCP 2.6 2 1 1 4 14 20
RCP 4.5 2 3 1 4 15 23
RCP 8.5 2 3 1 3 15 22

EXT.Year 2 3 2 3 7 23 35

2040–2059

RCP 2.6 3 3 3 4 15 25
RCP 4.5 5 2 3 7 18 30
RCP 8.5 3 2 3 9 19 33

EXT.Year 2 2 0 4 14 26 44

2070–2089

RCP 2.6 2 2 2 7 20 31
RCP 4.5 4 3 4 7 21 35
RCP 8.5 6 5 6 12 25 48

EXT.Year 2 9 8 13 13 27 61
1 Total number of the days represents total shut-down days for the winter hauling season (December 1 to March 31).
2 EXT. Year represents the winter with the highest average winter temperature (extreme warm year) among the
various climate scenarios for each time intervals. RCP, Representative Concentration Pathways.

3.1. Future Predictions

Average shut-down days between 2020 and 2039 (2030s) were estimated to be 20 days under the
climate scenario of RCP 2.6, 23 days for RCP 4.5 scenario and 22 days for RCP 8.5. Hauling shut-down
days in 2050s were expected to be 25 days with RCP 2.6, 30 days with RCP 4.5 and 33 days with RCP
8.5. Hauling shut-down days in the 2080s were estimated to be 31 days under the scenarios of RCP 2.6,
35 days under RCP 4.5, and 48 days for RCP 8.5 (Table 1). These data indicate that the largest increase
in shut-down days will occur in March. On the most extreme year of the 2080 period, there will be
many shut-down days, even in midwinter.

3.2. Estimated Logging Cost

3.2.1. Hauling to Mill Only

The harvesting with hauling cost of the base year was 20.72 $/m3 for the summer season and
18.65 $/m3 for the winter season; the logging costs (harvesting, hauling, road building, decompaction,
and planting costs) were 22.94 $/m3 for the summer season and 19.50 $/m3 for the winter season. Table 2
shows the unit prices of logging for the base year harvesting plan (2015–2016). Machine requirements
and costs of operation were specific for winter and summer conditions. The total logging cost was
affected because of the idle equipment cost increases. Around one-third of machines used during the
winter logging season of the base year were calculated to be idle during the summer. In the future, up
to four-fifths of the machines might be idle based on the climate predictions.
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Table 2. Unit prices for each phase of the logging operations in 2015–2016 with hauling directly to
the mill.

Time 2015–2016

Function Summer Winter

Felling ($/m3) 3.12 3.11
Skidding ($/m3) 3.09 3.08

Delimbing ($/m3) 4.25 4.29
Loading ($/m3) 2.05 2.06
Hauling ($/m3) 8.20 6.11

Cost of Harvesting and Hauling ($/m3) 20.72 18.65

Decompaction cost ($/km) 1143 0
Clearing/Piling cost ($/km) 3568 2135

Planting ($/ha) 1078 0
Total unit cost of logging ($/m3) 1 22.94 19.50

1 The total unit cost of logging (m3/ha) consists of total harvesting cost (felling, skidding, delimbing, loading), hauling
cost, decompaction cost, clearing/piling cost, and planting/seedling cost divided into seasonal harvest volume.

Using the cost calculator and shut-down days in Table 1, the various components of logging costs
were estimated for the future scenarios (Figure 2). The cost and number of idle machines are shown
more clearly in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Total costs of logging operations (winter and summer) where the harvested wood is hauled
only to the mill yard under the current climate and several future times with three different climate
radiative forcing values, using the HadGEM2-ES climate model. The extreme year (EXT Year) has
the warmest winter in any of the RCP values of a time interval. Calculations subtracted Sundays and
holidays from time available for operations.
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Figure 3. Analysis of idle logging equipment when logs were hauled only directly to the mill in winter,
under different climate scenarios in several different times in the future; (a) total costs of idle machines;
(b) total number machines that are idle in summer months. Sundays and holidays were subtracted
from the available time for operations.

2030s Predictions:
In the 2030s, the total average unit logging cost ($/m3) is expected to increase between 1.6% and

2.5% among the various scenarios compared to the base year (Figure 2), using the days available for
harvesting/hauling (shut-down days, Sundays and statuary holidays subtracted from total logging
days at Table 1). The main increase was from the increase in idle equipment and the costs of harvesting,
loading, and hauling (Figure 3). The total idle equipment cost was 1.81 $/m3 for the RCP 4.5, the
warmest scenario for the 2030s, which was a 0.28 $/m3 increase over the 2015–2016 idle costs. The idle
hauling truck costs rose by 26.7%, 14.9% for harvesting, and 29.2% for loader costs, and there was an
18.3% increase in the total idle costs for the entire operation (Figure 3). In the extreme warmest year
(of this time interval), the total logging costs will be increased by 5.9% in the 2030s and most of this was
related to the need for more equipment during the shorter period of winter logging (a 43.9% increase
compared to the base year), hence the high annual idle costs.
2050s Predictions:

In the 2050s, the total unit logging cost is expected to increase between 2.8% and 5.3% among the
various scenarios, compared to the base year (Figure 2). The total idle equipment cost was 2.14 $/m3 for
the RCP 8.5, the warmest scenarios for 2050s, 0.61 $/m3 more than the base year. The idle equipment
costs increased by 66.7% for the hauling trucks, 35.1% for harvesting, 45.8% for the loaders, and 39.9%
for the entire logging operation (Figure 3). In the extreme warmest winter of the 2050s period, the idle
equipment cost was increased by 69.3% and the total logging cost increased by 9.3%.
2080s Predictions:

In the 2080s, the total unit logging cost is expected to rise between 4.8% and 10.9% among the
various scenarios compared to the base year (Figure 2), using the shut-down days (Table 1). The main
contribution to this increase was in idle equipment costs of harvesting, loading, and hauling. The total
idle equipment cost for the RCP 8.5, the warmest scenario for the 2080s was 2.78 $/m3, which was
1.25 $/m3 more than the base year. The idle equipment cost was 146.7% higher for trucking, 71.9% for
harvesting, 87.5% for loaders, and 81.7% for the entire logging operation (Figure 3). In the extreme
warmest winter of the 2080 period, the total logging cost was increased by 18.7%, and there was a
139.9% increase in idle equipment.

3.2.2. Hauling to the Mill and Satellite Yard

When we adjusted the winter hauling volume to the minimum annual idle hauling trucks, there
was an increasing percentage of total winter logging volume that was diverted to satellite yards
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(Figure 4) in warmer winters. Of the 1,400,000 m3 harvested in winter in the extreme year, only
510,157 m3 might be hauled directly to the mill; the remainder would be stored in satellite yards.
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Figure 4. Use of satellite yard to distribute winter harvest volume of woods (m3) with the criteria to
minimize the total number of idle hauling trucks over the entire year under different climate scenarios
at different time intervals.

2030s Predictions:
In the 2030s, the unit logging cost was expected to increase between 1.8% and 2.8% among the

various scenarios compared to the base year (Figure 5) using the reduced number of days available for
harvesting and hauling ((shut-down days, Sundays and statuary holidays subtracted from total logging
days at Table 1). The main contribution to this increase was in the idle equipment costs of harvesting
and loading (Figure 6); hauling costs also went up, but were related to the increase in number of loads
hauled to the mill at summer weights. With the use of satellite yards, 35 hauling trucks (winter plus
summer) were needed, compared to 55 hauling trucks for hauling exclusively to the mill for the RCP
4.5 (Figure 6), which was actually a warmer scenario than the RCP 8.5 for the 2030s. The use of satellite
yards also required an extra loading-unloading cycle in the winter and more annual idle loader costs.
The total idle equipment cost was 1.52 $/m3 for RCP 4.5 (Figure 6), which was 0.21 $/m3 more than
the base year. The idle harvesting machine costs rose to 14.9% and 23.5% for loaders, while the idle
hauling truck cost remained zero and there was a 16.0% increase in the total idle cost for the entire
operation. The extreme warmest year (among the three radiative forcing values) shows that the total
cost was increased by 6.3% and the total idle equipment cost will increase by 39.7%.
2050s Predictions:

In the 2050s, the unit logging cost was expected to increase between 3.1% and 5.7% among the
various scenarios (Figure 5), compared to the base year using the days available for logging (shut-down
days, Sundays and statuary holidays subtracted from total logging days at Table 1) With the use of
satellite yards, 40 hauling trucks (winter plus summer) were needed, compared to the 64 hauling
trucks for hauling exclusively to the mill for the RCP 8.5, the warmest scenario for the 2050s. The use
of satellite yards required an extra loading-unloading cycle and a higher idle loader cost. The total idle
equipment cost for the RCP 8.5, the warmest scenario for the 2050s, was 1.78 $/m3, which was 0.47 $/m3

more than the base year. The idle harvesting machine costs rose to 29.8% and 41.2% for loaders, while
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the idle hauling truck cost remained zero (Figure 6). There was a 35.9% increase in the total idle cost
for the entire operation. The extreme warmest year (among the three radiative forcing values) shows
that total costs will increase by 9.8% and total idle equipment cost increased by 61.8%.
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Figure 5. Total costs of logging operations (winter plus summer) where the harvested wood is hauled
to both the mill and satellite yards under the current and several future intervals. The extreme year
(EXT. Year) has the warmest winter in any of the RCP values of a time intervals. The normal Sundays
and holidays were not available for operations. Note that there was almost no idle hauling cost in this
analysis except RCP 8.5 and the extreme warm year of the 2080s.
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Figure 6. Analysis of idle logging equipment when logs were hauls both to the mill and satellite yards
in the winter, under different climate scenarios in several different time in the future; (a) total unit cost
of idle machines that are not operated in summer; (b) total number of machines that are idle in summer
months. Sundays and holidays were subtracted from the available time for operations.

2080s Predictions
In the 2080s, the unit logging cost was projected to increase between 5.2% and 11.4% among

the various scenarios (Figure 5) compared to the base year—using the days available for logging
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(shut-down days, Sundays and statuary holidays subtracted from total logging days at Table 1).
With the use of satellite yards, 45 hauling trucks (winter plus summer) were needed, compared to 88
hauling trucks for hauling exclusively to the mill for the RCP 8.5, the warmest scenario for the 2080s.
Use of satellite yards required an extra loading-unloading cycle and higher idle loader costs. The total
idle equipment costs for RCP 8.5, the warmest scenario for the 2080 period, was 2.28 $/m3, which was
0.97 $/m3 more than the base year. The idle equipment cost was 71.9% higher for harvesting and 82.4%
higher for loaders, while there was one idle hauling truck (Figure 6) and a 74.1% increase in the total
idle cost for the entire operation. In the extreme warmest winter of the 2080 period, the total logging
cost was increased by 18.5% and there would be a 124.4% increase in idle equipment.

Sundays and holidays were 37 days for the summer season and 29 days for the winter season
for the current time and in future scenarios. It is feasible that a forest company may not have these
labor restrictions in the future, so if these days were used for logging activities and included in the cost
calculations, future predicted logging cost increases could decline from 2.5% to 1.5% for the 2030s time
intervals, from 5.3% to 3.2% for the 2050s, and from 10.9% to 7.1% for the 2080s, for the analysis of
hauling to the mill only. The logging cost increases compared to the base year could decline from 5.9%
to 3.1% for the 2030s, 9.3% to 4.5% for 2050s, and from 18.6% to 9.1% for the 2080s for the extreme
warm winter.

For the analysis of hauling to the mill and satellite yard, if Sundays and holidays were included to
the operation days, logging cost increases decline from 2.8% to 1.7% for the 2030s, from 5.7% to 3.6%
for the 2050s, and from 11.4% to 7.9% for the 2080s. The logging cost increases compared to the base
year declined from 6.3% to 3.7% for the 2030s, 9.8% to 5.1% for the 2050s, and from 18.5% to 9.9% for
the 2080s for the extreme warm winter.

Ice roads might be particularly damaged by shutdown days that are back to back. In the extreme
winter of each time period, we counted the number of times that the shutdown occurred for two or
more consecutive days of the 121 eligible loggings (including Sundays and holidays). There were six
shutdown intervals in the extreme year of the 2030s, eight intervals for the 2050s and 12 intervals for
the 2080s.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Change of the Logging Cost

This study shows that given a range of different greenhouse gas radiative forcing values, influencing
winter temperatures, a medium to large company operating in the boreal forest will have a 5.2% to
11.4% increase in logging costs by the 2080s, using current logging strategies. These analyses are likely
relevant to other companies in the boreal forest where there is a reliance upon frozen ground conditions
for logging operations.

In order to complete logging operations of the sites where there is a dependency on frozen
conditions, forest companies would need to use more machines and workers. This strategy, however,
reduces the annual efficiency of these machines, as the extra machines will be idle during the
summertime because wood volume harvested in the summer season is less than the winter season.
We projected that nearly twice as many machines would need to be purchased in the average year of
the RCP, forcing values of 8.5 in the 2080s when hauling is directly to the mill. Ownership costs of
idle equipment in the summer months will increase by 81.7%, and this will account for most of the
increment in the annual costs of logging. The equipment needs will be even higher during the extreme
warm years of the decades surrounding 2080. If companies plan for the contingency of an extremely
warm winter, equipment needs would more than double and ownership costs of idle equipment would
increase 139.9% in the 2080s, if the company made the long haul from the logging sites directly to the
mill yard. We expect that there would need to be more strategies developed for a company to cope
with a very warm winter, either through more machines, stockpiling wood, or removing wood and
machines from the most remote location first in frozen months.
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As the hauling cost is a large component (~30%) of total logging costs, satellite log storage yards
close to the logging site and close to the main road could be used to minimize the number of idle
hauling trucks and unit costs of logging as a result of shorter winters. Late in the century, more than
half of the wood might be stored in satellite yards during the winter season. The use of satellite yards,
however, has increased the number of hauling trucks in summer (at smaller loads) and additional
unloading/loading costs. Use of satellite yards, however, had little influence on the total idle equipment
costs of the machines cutting, processing, and loading wood within the harvest locations; note that this
is coupled with idle workers. The use of satellite yards increases the total logging costs by 1.34 $/m3 for
the 2080s compared to hauling the mill only, but the idle truck and loading decreased by 0.50 $/m3 for
the 2080s, compared to hauling the mill. Satellite yards, however, give feasible solutions to uncertain
extreme weather changes, so forest companies can plan logging operations on a year to year basis.
Satellite yards also allow deliveries to the mill during the break-up season in April, during the nesting
times of birds, and during wet periods in summer. Furthermore, the hauling trucking fleet has nearly
full-time employment and these stable workers will likely result in a more skilled and efficient hauling
trucking workforce. Skilled truck drivers are necessary [53] to operate very large log trucks (up to
80,000 kg gross vehicle weight) on public highways. Such stable opportunities for work would also
allow the forestry firm to compete with other opportunities for these highly skilled drivers.

Given the fewer frozen days, there will be sustained pressure to work on all available days.
There will, however, be inconsistent employment for the non-hauling aspects of logging, resulting
in more temporary and less experienced workers. Less experienced harvesters would make felling
and skidding operations less efficient in terms of machine productivity, likely reduce log quality, and
be more likely to damage soils and residual trees. Lastly, periods of thaws in winter would further
add to the intermittent nature of work in the winter months, which would make retention of a skilled
harvesting workforce problematic.

4.2. Other Strategies

As our modelling results from the 2030s and 2050s show, with a gradual increase in the period of
winter thaw, there will be time for business adaption to shorter winter periods. In early fall, lighter
machines can be used for snow compaction to speed up frost penetration deep into the roadbed in
November, before the harvesting starts. These types of machines may only be required occasionally, so
the additional idle costs of ownership would further increase logging costs [54]. We anticipate that
harvesting and hauling operators will become even more conscious of diurnal swings in temperature.
Many days in mid-winter with daytime thawing have cold nights where soils might be refrozen by
midnight; this would allow a shift to machine activity during the night and early morning. In discussion
with forest companies, hauling in March is shifted mostly to nighttime and morning, thereby taking
advantage of the nighttime freezing time. There may be adaptations to minimize soil disturbance on
wet soils, such as specialized equipment, wider and low-pressure tires with high flotation, and using
logging slash on the skidding tracks to limit soil disturbances so machines could access more in the
wet areas’ thawed conditions. There is a possibility that futuristic logging technologies may reduce
or eliminate the soil damage that equipment and hauling trucks cause [2]. Further, building more
permanent roads would help with accessibility to harvest areas [17]; however, such roads are an order
of magnitude more expensive to build, and some governments limit the number of permanent roads to
protect other values of forest lands.

4.3. The Change in The Season

The climate model indicates that March is most likely to be lost as a useful month for winter
logging by the 2080s (Table 1) and companies would likely not plan for frozen conditions during this
time if the 6 ◦C temperature was used as the threshold for shutdown. The month of February shows
more shutdown days than November. November is predicted to remain more stably cool in the future.
This likely relates to the short period of daylight and low solar angle in November, which is nearer
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to the winter solstice than the month of March. We note, however, that the freeze-down of roadbeds
is most rapid at very cold conditions [55], so there is still uncertainty about the completion of road
building in November.

5. Conclusions

Using more logging equipment for a shorter period of frozen conditions in the winter under
climate change will increase the logging costs; the projected costs of an average winter in the 2080s
with the RCP 8.5 forcing factor will be up to 10.9% greater than those of today if wood is hauled directly
to the mill yard and 11.4% greater than those of today if wood is hauled to mill and satellite yard. Most
of this increase is due to the cost of idle equipment.

The use of satellite yards means that much of the long haul of logs to the mill is in the summer
months, when hauling trucks are restricted to smaller loads. Use of satellite yards, however, provides
steady employment for hauling truckers but the smaller loads and increased costs of an additional
loading and unloading operation will counter some of the benefits above. Although there is an
increased cost, we expect more use of satellite yards in the future, as they provide flexibility and annual
continuity of wood supply. The harvesting workforce, however, will have less predictable conditions
for employment during winter operations.

The extreme years with the warmest winters will provide enormous incentives to adapt to unstable
logging conditions in winter; new techniques will need to be developed to harvest wet areas and move
logs across wet expanses, such as peatlands, if frost becomes unreliable in some winters.
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